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ABSTRACT: The electron shell structure of superheavy elements, i.e., elements with atomic number Z ≥ 104, is influenced by strong relativistic effects caused by the high Z. Early atomic calculations on element 112 (copernicium, Cn) and element 114 (flerovium, Fl) having closed and quasi-closed electron shell configurations of \(6d^{10}7s^2\) and \(6d^{10}7s^27p_{1/2}\), respectively, predicted them to be noble gas-like due to very strong relativistic effects on the \(7s\) and \(7p_{1/2}\) valence orbitals. Recent fully relativistic calculations studying Cn and Fl in different environments suggest them to be less reactive compared to their lighter homologs in the groups, but still exhibiting a metallic character. Experimental gas-solid chromatography studies on Cn and Fl in different environments suggest them to be less reactive compared to their lighter homologs in the groups, but still exhibiting a metallic character. Experimental gas-solid chromatography studies on Cn have, indeed, revealed a metal-metal bond formation with Au. In contrast to this, for Fl, the formation of a weak bond upon physisorption on a Au surface was inferred from first experiments. Here, we report on a gas-solid chromatography study of the adsorption of Fl on a Au surface. Fl was produced in the nuclear fusion reaction \(^{244}\text{Pu}(^{48}\text{Ca}, 3-4n)^{288,289}\text{Fl}\) and was isolated in-flight from the primary \(^{48}\text{Ca}\) beam in a physical recoil separator. The adsorption behavior of Fl, its nuclear \(\alpha\)-decay product Cn, their lighter homologs in groups 14 and 12, i.e., Pb and Hg, and the noble gas Rn were studied simultaneously by isothermal gas chromatography and thermochromatography. Two Fl atoms were detected. They adsorbed on a Au surface at room temperature in the first, isothermal part, but not as readily as Pb and Hg. The observed adsorption behavior of Fl points to a higher inertness compared to its nearest homolog in the group, Pb. However, the measured lower limit for the adsorption enthalpy of Fl on a Au surface points to the formation of a metal-metal bond of Fl with Au. Fl is the least reactive element in the group, but still a metal.

1. Introduction

Superheavy elements (SHE) are unique in two respects. Their nuclei exist only due to nuclear shell effects, and their electron structure is influenced by increasingly important relativistic effects. Syntheses of SHE with proton number Z up to 118 have been reported. Elements with Z=104-112 are members of the 6d series in the Periodic Table of the Elements. The \(7p\) valence shell is expected to be filled in the elements with Z=113-118. The discovery of elements with Z=114 and Z=116 was recently officially accepted and they were named flerovium (Fl) and livermorium (Lv), respectively. Lighter transactinides with Z = 104-108 were experimentally shown to be members of groups 4 through 8 of the...
Periodic Table of the Elements.\(^6\) Due to the increasing nuclear charge in SHE the velocity of electrons in the inner shells approaches the speed of light. This causes a relativistic increase in the electron mass. Hence, the spherical and \(p_{3/2}\) electron shells, having a non-zero electron density at the nucleus, contract in space and become stabilized in energy. This is the so-called direct relativistic effect. As a consequence, the non-spherical atomic orbitals (AOs) \(p_{3/2}, d, f, \text{ etc.}\) are more efficiently screened from the nucleus, thus undergoing destabilization in energy and expansion in space: the indirect relativistic effect. Finally, the third effect is a spin-orbit splitting of AOs with \(l > 0\). All three relativistic effects scale approximately with \(Z^2\) for valence electron shells and are thus most pronounced in SHE.

Beyond the classical closed-shell configuration \(6d^{10}7s^2\) in copernicium (Cn, element 112), the very large spin-orbit splitting in \(7p\) AOs and the strong relativistic stabilization of the \(7p_{3/2}\) AOs results in a quasi-closed-shell configuration \(7s^27p_{3/2}\) in Fl. This, together with the relativistic stabilization of the \(7s\) AOs renders both Cn and Fl to be more inert than their lighter homologs. According to early atomic calculations by Pitzer\(^{2}\), the promotion energy to the valence state electron configuration \(7s^2 \rightarrow p^0\) in Cn and \(p_{3/2} \rightarrow p^0\) in Fl will not be compensated by the energy gain of the chemical bond formation. He concluded that both Cn and Fl are very inert, like noble gases or volatile liquids bound by dispersion forces only. At the same time other approaches, e.g., extrapolations along group 12 and 14 indicate a noble, but metallic character for these elements, more similar to their homologs mercury and lead, respectively.\(^7\)

The discovery of neutron-rich isotopes of Cn and Fl with half-lives, \(T_{1/2}\), in the range of seconds\(^8\) aroused new interest for theoretical predictions of the adsorption behavior for Cn and Fl on various surfaces and called for first experimental efforts. Eichler quantified the adsorption interaction of the hypothetically noble metals Cn and Fl with transition metal surfaces\(^9\) based on an empirical model developed by Miedema and Nieuwenhuys.\(^1^1\) Adsorption enthalpies of Fl on different transition metal surfaces were predicted to be higher by approximately 100 kJ·mol\(^{-1}\) than those of Cn on these surfaces.\(^1^0\) Experimental studies on the adsorption of Rn on various transition metal surfaces were undertaken, serving as a model for a hypothetical noble-gas-like behavior of elements Cn and Fl.\(^1^2\) The authors of ref. 12 applied an extended Miedema-model for estimating the strength of Cn and Fl adhesion on those metals. The adsorption of Fl on a metal surface was predicted to be stronger than that of Cn. However, if Cn and Fl would exhibit noble-gas-like properties, their adsorption enthalpy values would be much lower than in the case of a noble-metal-like behavior. More recent molecular, cluster, and solid-state relativistic calculations on these elements suggest Cn and Fl to be more inert than their lighter homologs in the groups, but still reveal a metallic character\(^1^4\), e.g., in MM interactions \((M = \text{Cn or Fl, } M' = \text{metal, } e.g., \text{Au})\). In contrast to Pitzer’s conclusion, Fl is now expected to provide both \(7p_{3/2}\) and \(7p_{3/2}\) AOs for metal-metal interactions. By considering the hypothetical solid state of Fl, the authors of ref. 16 found that Fl is the most inert element in group 14, but reveals a metallic character, with the cohesive energy being 0.5 eV/atom. Therefore, a purely van der Waals type interaction upon adsorption on metal surfaces is not available for noble gases that is any longer anticipated for either element. Hence, the determination of the adsorption enthalpy of the interaction of Cn and Fl with metal surfaces is a suitable experimental method to discriminate between a noble-gas-like and a noble-metal-like behavior. The adequate experimental approach is detection of atoms (molecules) adsorbed inside a gas-chromatography channel within a broad temperature range. The chromatography channel is made of silicon detectors for the detection of \(\alpha\) particles and spontaneous fission (SF) fragments. This approach was successfully applied for the first time in chemical studies on HsO\(_4\).\(^1^7\) Cn was investigated by thermochromatography on a Au surface. Five n- SF decay chains starting with \(^{256}\) Cn were found by irradiating a \(^{242}\) Pu target with a \(^{14}\) N ion beam.\(^1^8\)

The evaluated adsorption enthalpy of Cn on a Au surface \((-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha (\text{Cn}) = 52.1^{+4}_{-3}\) kJ·mol\(^{-1}\) at the 68% confidence level (68% c.l.)), points at the formation of a weak metal-metal bond with Au\(^1^9\). The determined adsorption enthalpy value for Cn is significantly lower than that for the nearest homolog in the group Hg \((-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha (\text{Hg}) = 98.23\) kJ·mol\(^{-1}\), ref. 20); however, in agreement with the limit \((-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha (\text{Cn}) < 60\) kJ·mol\(^{-1}\)) which was found in previous experiments.\(^2^0\) Thus, Cn exhibits noble-metal-like properties\(^1^8,1^9\) in line with trends established by the lighter homologues in group 12, and in good agreement with recent theoretical calculations.\(^1^4,1^5\)

In recent years, Fl isotopes with half-lives of the order of seconds have been discovered, 9,22-26 The most long-lived currently known Fl isotopes, produced in the nuclear fusion reaction \(^{48}\) Ca + \(^{239}\) Pu, are \(^{258}\) Fl (T\(_{1/2} = 2.1\) s) and \(^{259}\) Fl (T\(_{1/2} = 0.69\) s), which are formed upon the evaporation of three or four neutrons from the excited compound nucleus, respectively. These half-lives are long enough for current gas phase chromatography experiments with single atoms of super-heavy elements.\(^6\) Besides the short half-lives, minute production rates\(^2^2\) also complicate chemical studies of superheavy elements. Beyond Cn, only a single chemical experimental study, focused on Fl, is reported to date.\(^2^7\) Three atoms from two Fl isotopes, \(^{257,258}\) Fl, were found to pass Au surfaces kept at room temperature and progressively getting colder, until they adsorbed at temperatures of \(-88^\circ\) C, \(-90^\circ\) C and \(-4^\circ\) C. A Monte-Carlo simulation of the observed adsorption behavior resulted in \(-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha (\text{Fl}) = 34^{+5}_{-1}\) kJ·mol\(^{-1}\) at the 95% confidence level (95% c.l.). The rather low most probable value of \(-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha\) was interpreted by the authors as evidence for the formation of a weak physisorption bond between atomic Fl and a Au surface.\(^2^8\) However, the large uncertainty of the reported \(-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha\) covers almost the entire range from a typical metallic (cf. \(-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha (\text{Hg}) = 98.23\) kJ·mol\(^{-1}\), ref. 20) to a noble-gas-like behavior (cf. \(-\Delta H_\text{ads}^\alpha (\text{Rn}) = 19.2\pm 1.6\) kJ·mol\(^{-1}\), ref. 28) and hence, the result does not allow for a clear discrimination between a metallic and noble-gas-like behavior. The longer-lived isotope \(^{259}\) Fl could not be identified due to a high background from Rn isotopes and their decay products, disturbing an unambiguous identification of decay chains starting with \(^{259}\) Fl.\(^2^7\) Both, nuclear as well as chemical aspects of the experiment reported in ref. 27 have been criticized, see ref. 29. The predicted similarity of a hypothetical noble-gas-like behavior of Fl to that of Rn calls for applying physical preseparation methods to separate Cn and Fl from Rn. Its decay products caused the main background in the \(\alpha\) spectra in ref. 27. A first attempt using physical pre-separation was performed at the Dubna Gas-Filled Recoil Separator (DGFRS), but failed to observe Fl.\(^3^0\) The question whether Fl resembles more closely a noble gas or a noble metal is among the most pressing ones in concurrent
superheavy element chemistry and needs to be solved experimentally in a more sensitive and detailed study.

Here, we report on chemical studies of Fl after preseparation with TASCA, which led to the observation of two Fl atoms.

2. Experimental

To isolate Fl we exploited a combination of the TransActinide Separator and Chemistry Apparatus (TASCA) and the Cryo Online Multidetector for Physics And Chemistry of Transactinides (COMPACT). TASCA served for suppression of the primary beam and of the background from Rn isotopes and their decay products. This allowed the observation of the characteristic radioactive decay of Fl and its (grand)-daughters under significantly improved background reduction compared to previous studies performed without preseparation.

The gas chromatography and detection system comprised two COMPACT detector arrays which were placed behind TASCA. The experimental set-up is schematically shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the TASCA-COMPACT arrangement used for the gas chromatographic investigation of the volatility of Fl and its reactivity towards a Au surface. The 48Ca beam (1) passed through the rotating 244Pu-target (2) assembly. The separator TASCA consists of one dipole (D), where unwanted nuclear reaction products (3) were deflected, and two quadrupole (Q) magnets. At the exit of TASCA a vacuum window (4) separated the low-pressure required in TASCA from the high-pressure applied in the recoil transfer chamber (RTC) (5). After passing the vacuum window, Fl was thermalized in the gas inside the RTC and was transported in its elemental state with the carrier gas through a 2-cm long PTFE tube (6) into a series of two COMPACT detector arrays (7) connected by a 30-cm long polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) capillary (8) (2 mm i.d.). A negative temperature gradient was applied along COMPACT II using a liquid nitrogen cryostat (9) at the exit.

A 48Ca beam of typically 2·10^12 particles s^-1 was accelerated by the UNIversal Linear ACcelerator (UNILAC) at the GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, to an energy of 259.4 MeV. In total, a projectile dose of 4·10^18 particles was collected. The projectiles first passed through (2.50±0.05)-µm thick Ti target-backing foils, and then entered the 35% PuO2 targets prepared by molecular plating and mounted on a rotating wheel. The target wheel consisted of three segments (1.7 cm² area each) covered with 440 µg cm⁻², 771 µg cm⁻², and 530 µg cm⁻² 244Pu, respectively. The isotopic composition was: 97.9% 244Pu; 1.3% 242Pu; 0.7% 240Pu; <0.1% other. The target wheel rotated with 2000 rev min⁻¹ and was synchronized with the beam macrostructure to distribute each 5-ms long beam pulse evenly over one target segment. In complete nuclear fusion reactions 208F1 compound nuclei at an excitation energy, E*, of 40-45 MeV were formed. After deexcitation by evaporation of three or four neutrons, the resulting 208,209Fl nuclei recoiled from the target into the separator TASCA operated in the "Small Image Mode". The primary beam and unwanted nuclear reaction products were deflected inside the dipole magnet to a beam stop, while Fl was guided to the focal plane (Figure 1). Magnets were set to focus ions with a magnetic rigidity, B·p, of 2.27 T·m in a ~(3 x 5) cm² area in TASCA's focal plane. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that 35% of the Fl ions reached this area. There, they penetrated a (40x30) mm²-large MYLAR window of (3±0.1) µm thickness mounted on a 1-mm thick supporting foil. The window separated the low-pressure region in TASCA (0.5 mbar) from the high-pressure one in the RTC (~900 mbar). In the 29-cm³ large RTC, made from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), the Fl ions were thermalized in a dried (measured dew point below ~60°C) gas mixture (He:H₂:Ar; purities: 99.9999% (He) and 99.9999% (Ar)), which flushed the RTC at a total flow rate of 1300-1800 mL min⁻¹. The Ar admixture (30%) served to increase the gas stopping power inside the RTC, which allowed minimizing the RTC volume. Short-lived Hg and Pb isotopes, chemical homologues of Cn and Fl, were produced using 142Nd and 144Sm targets, respectively. By producing pulses of 195Hg recoils (0.4 s beam on and 50 s beam off) and measuring the time-delay until their decay in COMPACT, the most probable transport time to COMPACT I was determined to be (0.8±0.06) s at a gas flow rate of 1300 mL min⁻¹. Volatile species including Fl, which was transported in its elemental state, were flushed with this carrier gas mixture through a 2-cm long PTFE tube (3 mm inner diameter, i.d.) into the first of the two COMPACT detector arrays (Figure 1). Each array consisted of 32 pairs (gap: 0.6 mm) of (1 x 1) cm²-large positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) epitaxial silicon photodiodes with an active area of (9.7 x 9.8) mm² and an effective thickness of 150 µm. The calculated geometrical efficiencies for detecting an α particle or spontaneous fission from atoms present inside a detector array were 93% and ~100%, respectively. All detectors were covered by a (35-50)-µm thick Au layer deposited by evaporation. COMPACT I was operated as an isothermal chromatography (IC) detector array at room temperature (21 °C). It retained metallic elements that form a strong chemical bond with Au at room temperature, such as Pb or Hg. Chemical species that did not adsorb in COMPACT I exited, passed through a 30-cm long PTFE capillary (2 mm i.d.) and entered COMPACT II. COMPACT II was added five days after the start of the 29-day long experiment. A negative temperature gradient from +20 to −162 °C was applied along COMPACT II (thermochromatography detector array, TC) using a liquid nitrogen cryostat at the exit. For the first three days of operation, the lowest temperature in COMPACT II was −86 °C due to a weak thermal contact between the detector array and the cryostat. Volatile and inert elements pass COMPACT I and adsorb in COMPACT II at characteristic low temperatures. The energy resolution of the COMPACT detectors was ±120 keV (FWHM). A higher resolution could not be reached because α particles are emitted isotropically at various angles in the narrow channel. Depending on their incidence angle, they pass through different effective thicknesses of detector dead layer and gas, thus undergoing energy loss to a different degree, before entering the active detector area.
Accordingly, $\alpha$ peaks show characteristic low-energy tailing. All transported species came in contact inside and downstream of the RTC exclusively with PTFE and Au surfaces. This set-up allowed for detecting species in a wide range of volatilities, namely from the low-volatile Pb to the noble gas Rn. If Fl behaves like a metal it will adsorb in COMPACT I; if, in contrast, Fl rather behaves like a noble gas, it will de-posit at a much lower temperature in COMPACT II. The overall transfer yield from TASCa to COMPACT was measured with short-lived Hg and Pb isotopes. To this end, the rate at which Hg atoms entered the RTC was determined by implanting them into a (58 x 58) mm$^2$ double-sided silicon strip detector. A subsequent experiment, in which the atoms were thermalized in the RTC and transported to COMPACT at a flow rate of 1300 mL·min$^{-1}$, yielded that the decay of 27% of all Hg atoms entering the RTC was ob-served in COMPACT. For Pb isotopes this value was lower (20%), due to additional adsorption losses of the less volatile Pb on the walls of the RTC and the connecting tube. The distributions of $^{182}$Hg and $^{185}$Pb isotopes in COMPACT were measured before and after the Fl measurement and found to be reproducible. Between these measurements, neither of the two COMPACT arrays mounted in the gas loop was opened. COMPACT II was warmed up every 2–3 days to remove the thin ice layer which formed on detectors held at temperatures below -75° C.

3. Results

A search for correlated decay chains starting from $^{288,289}$Fl was performed. The search conditions were the following: in case of $^{288}$Fl, we searched for a 9.6-10.1 MeV $\alpha$ particle, followed within 1 s by a >20 MeV fission fragment, which was registered in either the same or an adjacent detector pair, where the first $\alpha$ particle was found. For $^{289}$Fl, we searched for a 9.6-10.1 MeV $\alpha$ particle, followed by a 8.8-9.3 MeV $\alpha$ particle, followed by a >20 MeV fission fragment, all within 200 s. The search was extended to all detector pairs downstream of the one where the mother decay was observed, because the daughter of Fl, Cn, is known to be a volatile metal and thus can be transported by gas flow along the detector channel. This procedure revealed two correlated decay chains, which we show in Figure 2.

Both members of chain #1 were observed in detector pair #9 in COMPACT I, which was kept at 21 °C. The members of chain #2 were found distributed over both COMPACT arrays: the $\alpha$ particle of the mother nucleus initiating the chain was detected in detector #9 "top" in COMPACT I. The last two members of the chain were detected in detector pair #52 in COMPACT II at −32 °C. Based on the good agreement of the nuclear properties of our observed chains with decay properties reported from $^{288,289}$Fl synthesis experiments$^{22,23,25}$, we assign chain #1 to the decay of $^{289}$Fl$\rightarrow$289Cn and chain #2 to $^{288}$Fl$\rightarrow$288Cn$\rightarrow$281Ds, produced in the 4n and 3n evaporation channel, respectively. A search for SF decays (E > 20 MeV) revealed two additional events. In total, only these four SF events were registered - all with two coincident fission fragments. No “single” fission fragment with $E_{\text{gas}}$ > 20 MeV was detected. The SF events, for which no $\alpha$-decay precursor was found, appeared at temperatures of +21°C (COMPACT I, det. 1T/1B, 83/83 MeV) and −86 °C (COMPACT II, det. 64T/64B, 24/85 MeV). A definite as-signment of these two SF events to a certain element is not possible as SF is an unspecific decay mode.

The observed $\alpha$ energies in the decay chains are somewhat lower compared to the energies registered in earlier experiments in a focal plane detector, into which the $^{288,289}$Fl were implanted.$^{22,23,25}$ This is due to energy loss in the gas layer, which the $\alpha$ particles penetrate in roughly half of all cases, and is in agreement with a long tail of $\alpha$ peaks towards the low energy side (Figure 3). Such an effect was observed in all our previous chemistry experiments, where similar cryodetectors were used.$^{17,33}$ The asymmetric broadening of $\alpha$ peaks towards low energy can be understood as being due to the energy loss of particles penetrating the gas channel at shallow angles.

Due to the extremely low background from $\alpha$ particles and especially from SF fragments, the observed decay chains are highly significant. The probabilities for a random origin, unrelated to the decay of Fl, are only 6.3·10$^{-6}$ (chain #1) and 1.3·10$^{-6}$ (chain #2). Figure 3 shows the total $\alpha$ spectra measured during 22 days in detector #9T (COMPACT I) (left panel) and in detector 52B (COMPACT II) (right panel), where members of the second decay chain were registered. The entries of two $\alpha$ particles belonging to $^{289}$Fl and $^{285}$Cn,
the members of chain #2, are marked, distributed over two COMPACT detectors. The only peaks visible in these spectra arise from the decay chain $^{219}$Rn$\rightarrow^{219}$Po$\rightarrow^{219}$Bi. Small amounts of $^{219}$Rn were added to the carrier gas to allow for an on-line monitoring of the detection system and to provide $\alpha$ calibration data. No peaks are present in the spectra above the highest energy originating from the $^{219}$Rn chain, i.e., above 7.5 MeV. This illustrates nicely the power of physical preseparation by a recoil separator in a chemistry experiment.

4. Discussion

In Figure 4 we show the temperature profile in the main part of the experiment (panel a) together with the measured distribution (solid bars of Pb (panel b), Hg (c) and Rn (d)). Also shown are the positions at which the members of the two Fl decay chains were observed (e). Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) of the migration of Pb, Hg, Rn, Cn, and Fl along the chromatography detectors were performed with 10000 atoms for each element. The distribution pattern of Rn in COMPACT II was simulated using the literature value ($-\Delta H_{ads}^{\alpha}$($\text{Rn}$) = 20 kJ·mol$^{-1}$, ref. 28). Pb and Hg interact strongly with a Au surface ($-\Delta H_{ads}^{\alpha}$($\text{Pb}$) > 295 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ (ref. 42), and $-\Delta H_{ads}^{\alpha}$($\text{Hg}$) = (98±3) kJ·mol$^{-1}$, (ref. 20)), and their deposition temperatures on a Au surface are well above room temperature. The similarity in the observed distribution patterns for Hg and Pb, which have significantly different adsorption enthalpies on a Au surface, points at the diffusion-controlled nature of the adsorption process. The diffusion to the wall controls the process for both Pb and Hg, and they adsorb upon first contact with the surface at the beginning of the temperature. The similarity in the observed distribution patterns for Hg and Pb, which have significantly different adsorption enthalpies on a Au surface, points at the diffusion-controlled nature of the adsorption process. The diffusion to the wall controls the process for both Pb and Hg, and they adsorb upon first contact with the surface at the beginning of the experiment (panel a) are shown. The positions where the $\alpha$ particles from the members of the decay chains were observed are shown in (c): chain $\#1$ – event in light blue in the histogram, corresponding to the light-blue bordered inserted box; chain $\#2$ – events in red / red-bordered boxes. The fissions terminating the chains were observed in the same detector pairs as precursor $\alpha$ particles from Fl in chain $\#1$ or from Cn in chain $\#2$. The dashed lines show the results of Monte Carlo simulations for Rn and Cn using literature values (ref. 28/ ref. 19) for $-\Delta H_{ads}^{\alpha}$.

In chain $\#1$ originating from $^{284}$Fl, the SF decay from $^{284}$Cn was registered, after a lifetime of 650 ms, in the same detector pair as the $\alpha$ decay of the mother nucleus $^{284}$Fl. A $^{284}$Cn atom interacting with a Au surface with $-\Delta H_{ads}^{\alpha}$($\text{Cn}$) = 52 kJ·mol$^{-1}$ needs about 135 ms to be transported 1 cm downstream in COMPACT I by the carrier gas. Within 650 ms, a $^{284}$Fl atom, either residing adsorbed on the surface or being immersed in the gas would be transported a few centimeters downstream the detector channel. The fact that $^{284}$Cn remained at the same position during its entire lifetime is indicative for its implantation into the detector as a recoiling atom in the $\alpha$ decay of $^{284}$Fl. This is expected in about 50% of all $\alpha$ decays. It is due to the nuclear recoil from the nuclear decay of the mother atom with the $\alpha$ particle being emitted away from the surface of the detector on which the mother atom is adsorbed. As the recoil range of $\alpha$-decay products is very small, this implies that indeed the mother atom, $^{284}$Fl, was adsorbed on the detector surface when it decayed, and that the position where the decay was observed is indicative of a chemical interaction of Fl with the Au surface. In chain $\#2$ originating from $^{289}$Fl, the last two members, starting from the daughter nucleus $^{285}$Cn, were found in detector pair $\#52$ at a temperature of $\sim$32 °C. Apparently, upon $\alpha$ decay of...
the mother nucleus, the daughter $^{285}$Cn recoiled into the gas stream. During its lifetime of 11.6 s, it was transported along the detector channel into COMPACT II. As shown in Figure 4(e), the observed adsorption position for $^{285}$Cn agrees well with the calculated deposition pattern for this Cn isotope using the experimentally measured adsorption enthalpy.\(^\text{19}\) This corroborates our assignment of the last two members to $^{285}$Cn $\rightarrow$ $^{281}$Ds and hence that of the mother being $^{289}$Fl.

Both observed Fl decays were registered in the isothermal section, in COMPACT I, while zero decays were observed in COMPACT II. Considering the low experimental statistics, a method of calculating confidence intervals for experiments with small event numbers was applied.\(^\text{43}\) The numbers of events, which were detected in COMPACT I and COMPACT II, are $D=2$ and $N=0$, where we use the notation as in ref. 43. For the evaluation of confidence levels using Poisson statistics, $D$ and $N$ can vary from 0 to 2, with $D+N=2$. Lower ($R_{\text{lo}}$) and upper ($R_{\text{hi}}$) limits for the ratio $R = N/D$ can be calculated for different confidence intervals, as well as the most probable value of $R$, $R_{\text{max}}$ (ref. 43). Thus, the upper limit $R_{\text{hi}}$ corresponds to the maximum value of $N$, $N_{\text{hi}}$, within the selected confidence interval, and therefore, to the minimum value of $D$, $D_{\text{lo}}$. Similarly, the lower limit $R_{\text{lo}}$ corresponds to the minimum value of $N$, $N_{\text{lo}}$, and to the maximum value of $D$, $D_{\text{hi}}$, within the selected confidence interval. From the experiment we obtained the most probable value of $R$ as $R_{\text{max}} = 0$, resulting in limits $R_{\text{lo}}=0$ and $R_{\text{hi}}=1.650$ for the 95% confidence level (95% c.l.). These values correspond to $N_{\text{lo}}=1.24$ and $D_{\text{lo}}=0.76$. Thus, the experimental values $D$ and $N$ are Poisson-distributed within the intervals: 0.76<$D$<2 and 0<$N$<1.24 at the 95% confidence level. The minimum value for the number of events $D$, which is detected in COMPACT I at this limit, is 0.76 out of 2, i.e., 38%. To convert this into a limit for $-\Delta H_{\text{ads}}^{\text{exp}}(\text{Fl})$, the deposition pattern for both observed Fl isotopes along the entire COMPACT array was simulated for various values of $-\Delta H_{\text{ads}}^{\text{exp}}(\text{Fl})$ using MCS$^{41}$. All simulations with $-\Delta H_{\text{ads}}^{\text{exp}}(\text{Fl}) \geq 48$ kJ·mol$^{-1}$ resulted in distributions where at least 38% of all events decayed in COMPACT I. Therefore, $-\Delta H_{\text{ads}}^{\text{exp}}(\text{Fl}) > 48$ kJ·mol$^{-1}$ was found as a lower limit for the adsorption enthalpy of Fl on a Au surface at 95% c.l. Similar calculations were performed for 90% and 68% confidence intervals, resulting in limits of 49 kJ/mol and 50 kJ/mol, respectively.

5. Conclusion

A gas phase chromatography experiment with Fl was performed. Two atoms were registered. The observed behavior of Fl in the chromatography column indicates that Fl is less reactive than Pb. The estimated minimum value of $-\Delta H_{\text{ads}}^{\text{exp}}(\text{Fl}) > 48$ kJ·mol$^{-1}$ reveals a metallic character upon adsorption on a Au surface due to the formation of a metal-metal bond, which is at least as strong as that of Cn.\(^\text{18},\text{19}\) The observed behavior is in agreement with results of recent fully-relativistic calculations on the adsorption of Fl on a Au surface\(^\text{13-15}\), but disagrees with an observation of adsorption of Fl on a Au surface merely due to physisorption.\(^\text{27}\) To conclude, the present experimental study has established that Fl is a volatile metal, the least reactive one in group 14. It is, however, not as inert as a noble gas, as was initially assumed from atomic calculations.\(^\text{7}\)
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The electronic structure of superheavy elements ($Z \geq 104$) and their chemical properties are dominated by relativistic effects. Recently two superheavy elements were recognized by the IUPAC and named \textit{flerovium} (Fl, $Z=114$) and \textit{livermorium} (Lv, $Z=116$). Fl is the heaviest element with which chemical experiments were performed, based on the observation of single atoms. Here, we report on experiments that help answering the long-standing question whether Fl behaves rather like a noble gas or like a metal.